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Our Rehabilitation Products
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SERVO
The power support for your wheelchair

SOLO / SOLO+

The lightweight add-on drive for your wheelchair

PU
SH
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MAX-E
The power kit for wheelchairs

MINI 2
The compact traction device for your wheelchair

ELECTRIC 2
The ultimate traction device for your wheelchair

SCRAMBLER 2
The strong traction device for your wheelchair

CAMILINO
The pushing and braking aid

V-MAX2 / V-MAX+

The fl exible pushing and braking aid

c-max
The universal stair climber

s-max
The stair climber for wheelchairs

s-max sella
The versatile stair climber

B
AT

E
C

HYBRID 2
The combination of traction device and handbike

CR23
The power pack among stair climbers
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ADD-ON KIT

Technical data

Total weight, approved 200 kg(1) (person, wheelchair, SERVO)

Possible wheel sizes 24“

Speed supports up to  
Forward | backward 6 km/h | 3 km/h 

Range with one charge of the batterys up to 55 km(2)

Braking-/climbing capacity up to 20 %(3)

batterys 28.8 V / 16 Ah

Direct current motors 2 x 28.8 V / 70 W

Weight, powered wheels 10.1 kg each

Weight, battery pack 4.2 kg 

Weight, bag for battery pack  0.2 kg

Weight, interface incl. cables 0.8 kg

Total weight 26.4 kg 

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4 the range depends among other things, on the weight 

of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, the topography, etc.

(3) Up to 20 % at a total weight until 100 kg, and up to 14 % at a total weight of 

101 - 150 kg. The braking- / climbing capacity also depends on the under-

ground, the territory, the temperature, etc.

The SERVO is available with a lithium-ion 

battery pack.

SERVO
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ADD-ON KIT

SERVO 
Experience power and movement in a new way

The SERVO makes it possible for wheelchair users — even 
with reduced strength — to move independently and  
increase their range of action.

Its standard program to drive uphill and downhill as well as 
its intelligent braking function make driving safely up- and 
downhill feasible. The working concept of the SERVO  
combines physical power and active mobility, while it  
relieves joints and muscles. The ALPHA concept is the new 
measure of all things concerning state-of-the-art engines in 
connection with the newly developed battery pack with lithium 
ion technology.

Advantages that convince 

 � battery range up to 55 km

 � NUI - New installing and locking system  
for the powered wheels 

 � Powered wheels without stud axles
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 210 kg(1)  (person, wheelchair, SOLO)

Possible wheel sizes 24“

Speed adjustable
Forward | backward 6 km/h | 3 km/h 

Range with one charge of the batterys up to 35 km(2 ) (up to 25 km(2),(4))

Braking-/climbing capacity up to 20 %(3)

batterys 28.8 V / 16 Ah (24 V / 16 Ah(4))

Direct current motors 2 x 28.8 V / 150 W

Weight, powered wheels 9.3 kg each

Weight, battery pack 4.2 kg (9.4 kg(4))

Weight, control unit 0.5 kg

Weight, bag for battery pack  0.2 kg

Weight, interface incl. cable 0.7 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 24.2 kg (29.4 kg(4))

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4 the range depends among other things, on the weight 

of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, the topography, etc.

(3) Up to 20 % at a person weight until 160 kg. The braking- / climbing capacity 

also depends on the underground, the territory, the temperature, etc.

(4) Version with lead acid battery pack.

The SOLO is available with a lithium-ion 

or lead acid battery pack.

ADD-ON KIT

SOLO
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SOLO 
Safe and unburdened on the road
Enjoy long drives and live actively with your family – SOLO 
makes you mobile and flexible. This device does not only 
enrich your everyday life but it also increases your quality 
of life. 

The SOLO’s very easy converting concept transforms your 
manual wheelchair into a light and versatile electrical 
wheelchair in no time at all.

The ALPHA concept is the new measure of all things  
concerning state-of-the-art engines in connection with the 
newly developed battery pack with lithium ion technology.

Advantages that convince 

 � battery range up to 35 km

 � NUI - New installing and locking system  
for the powered wheels 

 � Powered wheels without stud axles

ADD-ON KIT
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 250 kg(1)  (person, wheelchair, SOLO+)

Possible wheel sizes 24“

Speed adjustable
Forward | backward 6 km/h | 3 km/h 

Range with one charge of the batterys up to 15 km(2)

(with total weight approved) 

Braking-/climbing capacity up to 20 % |  max. 15 % (3)

batterys 28.8 V / 16 Ah

Direct current motors 2 x 28.8 V / 150 W

Weight, powered wheels 9.3 kg each

Weight, battery pack 4.2 kg

Weight, control unit 0.5 kg

Weight, bag for battery pack  0.2 kg

Weight, interface incl. cable 0.7 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 24.2 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4 the range depends among other things, on the weight 

of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, the topography, etc.

(3) Up to 20 % at a person weight of up to 160 kg and max. 15 % at a person 

weight from 161 - 200 kg! The braking-/climbing capacity is dependent, among 

other things, on the weight of the person to be transported, the surface of the 

ground, the topography, etc.
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SOLO+
The powerful add-on drive
The supply to bariatric persons with a light and fl exible 
electrical wheelchair stretched to one´s limit at a rapid pace. 
For many people mobility recede into the distance. Therefor 
we have developed the SOLO+  to offer a solution that taking 
this into account.

The SOLO+’s very easy modifi cation concept transforms 
your manual wheelchair into a light and versatile electrical 
wheelchair in no time at all. The powerful drive of the SOLO+

with its high-capacity motors provides a high degree of 
mobility.

The ALPHA concept is the measure of all things, state of the 
art motors in connection with the newly developed battery 
pack with lithium ion technology.

Advantages that convince 

� battery range up to 15 km

� Suitable for an approved maximum weight of 
250 kg (person, wheelchair, SOLO+)

� Powered wheels without stud axles

ADD-ON KIT
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 200 kg(1) (Person, wheelchair, MAX-E)

Possible wheel sizes 20“, 24“

Speed adjustable
Forward | backward 6 km/h | 3 km/h 

Range with one charge of the batterys up to 16 km (2)

Braking-/climbing capacity at a  max. 20 % (11,3°) (3)

person weight until 80 kg I  I max. 16 % (9°) (3)

from 81 kg up to 160 kg 

batterys 2 x 12 V / 16 Ah

battery technology Lead-gel battery pack

Weight, drive unit 9.0 kg

Weight, control unit 0.5 kg

Weight, helix cable 0.3 kg

Weight, bag for battery pack 0.2 kg

Weight, battery pack 10.1 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 20.1 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4 the range depends among other things, on the weight 

of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, the topography, etc.

(3) The Braking-/climbing capacity is dependent, among other things, on the weight 

of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, the topography, etc.

MAX-E
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MAX-E
With integrated Silent Power Technology
To be independent and without the need for help enlarges  
the quality of life considerably. The power kit MAX-E 
increases your radius of action based on the most advanced 
technology and makes you independent.

Thanks to the „Silent Power Technology„ MAX-E can be 
operated with almost no sound. In addition, its modular  
expandable design allows continuous adaptation to the 
requirements of the user. Therefore, the MAX-E can be  
extended to a perfect pushing and braking aid in no time at all.

Due to the compact design and low weight, the single 
components can be stored quickly and easily, e.g. in the 
car trunk.

Advantages that convince

 � Mounting with only one hand possible

 � Weight-neutral drive wheels (< 200 g)

 � Full power wheelchair with the handiness and 
compactness of a foldable wheelchair

ADD-ON KIT
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Technical data

Max. person weight, approved 110 kg(1)

Speed until 20 km/h(2)

Range with 522 Wh battery until 52 km(3)

Range with 280 Wh battery until 28 km(3)

batterys 522 Wh (14.5 Ah) battery 
 280 Wh (7.8 Ah) battery

High-torque brushless motor 350 RPM, 
 Nominal power 350 W,  
 Peak power 600 W,  
 Reverse gear

Wheel 12“ x 2.40“ ultra-grip tyre 
 12“ cast aluminium rim

Weight battery 2.9 kg (280 Wh battery) 
 3.9 kg (522 Wh battery)

Total weight (without battery) 12.9 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) Within the area of validity of the german traffic regulations (StVO), the speed may 

not exceed 6 km/h. A speed of 20 km/h is only permitted on private property.

(3) The range is calculated with: 75-kg user, ultra-light wheelchair, flat terrain, no 

wind and a steady speed of 15 km/h. It may vary +/- 20 % depending on the 

battery.

BATEC MINI 2 

HANDBIKE
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the minimum expression of BATEC, the 
maximum expression of you

If you’re looking for a compact, practical, versatile mobility 

solution without sacrifi cing quality and power, the BATEC 

MINI 2 is the perfect handbike for you. 

Its simple folding system makes it easy to carry and com-

bine with other transport options, like car or train. You can 

also park it comfortably in small corners, under a table or 

wherever you need to.

Advantages that convince 

� Attach to the wheelchair within seconds

� Folding system for convenient transport

� Top speed up to 20 km/h(2)

BATEC MINI 2

HANDBIKE
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Technical data

Max. person weight, approved 110 kg(1)

Speed until 25 km/h(2)

Range with 522 Wh battery until 52 km(3)

Range with 280 Wh battery until 28 km(3)

Battery 522 Wh (14.5 Ah) battery  
  280 Wh (7.8 Ah) battery

High-torque brushless motor 250 RPM, 
  Nominal power 900 W,  
  Peak power 1050 W,  
  Reverse gear

Wheel 18“ x 2.40“ exclusive ultra-grip tyre 
  18“ black aluminium double-wall rim

Weight battery 2.9 kg (280 Wh battery) 
  3.9 kg (522 Wh battery)

Total weight (without battery) 15.9 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) Within the area of validity of the german traffic regulations (StVO), the speed may 

not exceed 6 km/h. A speed of 25 km/h is only permitted on private property.

(3) The range is calculated with: 75-kg user, ultra-light wheelchair, flat terrain, no 

wind and a steady speed of 15 km/h. It may vary +/- 20 % depending on the 

battery.

BATEC ELECTRIC 2 

HANDBIKE
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The perfect balance

Are you looking for a wheelchair traction device that offers 

you the best features of the original BATEC combined with 

the latest BATEC handbike technology? Then the BATEC 

ELECTRIC 2 with its reverse gear and all-in-one screen will 

convince you.

Its wider, ultra-grip tyre makes this refreshed model more 

compact, just the right size for use in urban and rural areas 

with the utmost safety and driving comfort, on both long 

journeys and day-to-day errands. Maximum speed 25 

km/h. Perfect for urban areas or the countryside.

Advantages that convince

� Attach to the wheelchair within seconds

� Folding system for convenient transport

� Top speed up to 25 km/h(2)

BATEC ELECTRIC 2

HANDBIKE
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Technical data

Max. person weight, approved 110 kg(1)

Speed until 30 km/h(2)

Range with 678 Wh battery until 50 km(3)

Range with 280 Wh battery until 22 km(3)

Battery 678 Wh (14.5 Ah) battery  
  280 Wh (7.8 Ah) battery (optional)

High-torque brushless motor 300 RPM,  
  Nominal power 1.440 W,  
  Peak power 1.620 W,  
  Reverse gear

Wheel 18“x2.40“ exclusive ultra-grip tyre 
  18“ black aluminium double-wall rim

Weight battery 2.9 kg (280 Wh battery) 
  4.5 kg (678 Wh battery)

Total weight (without battery) 16.7 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) Within the area of validity of the german traffic regulations (StVO), the speed may 

not exceed 6 km/h. A speed of 30 km/h is only permitted on private property.

(3) The range is calculated with: 75-kg user, ultra-light wheelchair, flat terrain, no 

wind and a steady speed of 15 km/h. It may vary +/- 20 % depending on the 

battery.

BATEC SCRAMBLER 2 

HANDBIKE
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The adventure is everywhere
More powerful and safer, the BATEC SCRAMBLER 2 arrives 
with improvements that will delight fans of speed and off-
road experiences. If you are looking for intense sensations, 
the BATEC SCRAMBLER 2 is the perfect option for you. 
It is manufactured with the latest technology from BATEC 
handbikes, with a 1.440W motor and a more motorcycle 
oriented look.

The main and most important of the novelties offered by the 
SCRAMBLER 2 is its new and innovative proprietary elec-
tronics that optimize engine performance, always provide 
maximum power at any speed and terrain, and maintain 
high speeds even on very steep climbs.

Advantages that convince

� Attach to the wheelchair within seconds

� Removable QR-weights that improve traction

� Top speed up to 30 km/h(2)

BATEC SCRAMBLER 2

HANDBIKE
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Technical data

Max. person weight, approved 110 kg(1)

Range with 522 Wh battery until 75 km(2)

Range with 280 Wh battery until 40 km(2)

Battery 522 Wh (14.5 Ah) battery  
  280 Wh (7.8 Ah) battery

High-torque brushless motor 250 RPM,  
  Nominal power 900 W,  
  Peak power 1.050 W,

Crank arms  Aluminium 150 mm

Wheel 20“ ultra-grip tyre (Maxxis) 
  20“ black aluminium double-wall rim

Weight battery 2.9 kg (280 Wh battery) 
  3.8 kg (522 Wh battery)

Total weight (without battery) 20.6 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) The range is calculated with: 75-kg user, ultra-light wheelchair, flat terrain, no 

wind and a steady speed of 15 km/h. It may vary +/- 20 % depending on the 

battery.

 Within the area of validity of the german traffic regulations (StVO), the speed may 

not exceed 6 km/h. The speed should be adjusted to the external situation (wea-

ther / traffic) at any time.  

BATEC HYBRID 2 

HANDBIKE
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Physical exercise for everyone 

The BATEC HYBRID 2 brings together the technology of 
the BATEC ELECTRIC and BATEC MANUAL handbikes in 
a single product to become the equivalent of an electrically 
assisted bicycle. The power of its motor will give you the 
push you need whenever you require a bit of assistance.

If you like to exercise healthily, BATEC‘s hybrid models are 
the perfect option for you. One of the most remarkable 
features is the E-mode, which allows you to switch between 
manual and electric mode without having to turn off the 
battery. Whenever necessary, the powerful motor assists 
you in cranking without having to forego lights, horn or dis-
play during the change of the mode.

Advantages that convince

� Attach to the wheelchair within seconds

� E-mode: changing between manual and electric 
mode without having to switch off the battery

� Range up to 75 km with 522 Wh battery

BATEC HYBRID 2

HANDBIKE
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Technical data

Total permissible weight 210 kg(1) 

(person, wheelchair, V-MAX2)

Possible wheel sizes 20", 24"

Speed supported up to 

forward | backward 6 km/h | 3 km/h 

Range on one battery charge up to 13.6 km (2) (up to 10.5 km (2) , (5))

Braking / nominal gradient for a  max. 20 %  

total weight of up to 130 kg I max. 12 % (3, 4)

I 131 kg to 210 kg  

batterys 28.8 V / 16 Ah (2x12 V / 15 Ah (5))

Weight of drive unit incl. handles 9.3 kg

Weight of power cable / interface 0.3 kg

Weight of battery bag 0.2 kg

Weight of battery pack 4.2 kg (10.2 kg (5))

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 14.0 kg (20.0 kg (5))

(1) Observe the maximum load according to the wheelchair manufacturer's information.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4, the distance range depends, among other factors, on the 

weight of the transported  person, the ground, the terrain profile, the ambient tempera-

ture, etc.

(3) The climbing and braking ability also depend on total weight, surface, terrain profile, 

ambient temperature , etc.

(4) The weight of the person on the type plate and in the technical data were calculated 

using an assumed wheelchair weight of 20 kg.

(5) Model with lead gel battery pack.

V-MAX2

PUSHING AID
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The best pushing and braking aid we 
have ever build
The pushing and braking aid V-MAX2  makes it easier for 
you to drive on slopes thus increasing your radius of action 
considerably. Going down-hill the V-MAX2  brakes automati-
cally which makes your descent safer. 

The pushing and braking aid V-MAX2 impresses through 
revolutionised technology in a trendy and slim design.

Thanks to its ergonomic and user-friendly control hand-
les, the V-MAX2 offers an easy and intuitive operati-
on. Furthermore, due to the integrated „Silent Power 
Technology“, only minimal driving noise is generated.

Advantages that convince

 � Mounting by easy attachement with one hand

 � Versatile „One-fits-all“ width adjustment

 � New battery concept: Lithium-ion battery (optional)

V-MAX2

PUSHING AID
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Technical data 

Total weight, approved 300 kg (1) (person, wheelchair, v-max+)

Mounting possible 60 cm and more

Possible wheel sizes 24“

Speed continuously adjustable
Forward | backward 5.5 km/h | 3 km/h

Range with one charge of the batterys up to 11,5 km(2)

Maximum possible incline up to 12 %(3)

batterys 2 x 12 V / 22 Ah

Direct current motor 24 V / 419 W

Weight, power unit 12.6 kg

Weight, battery pack 14.6 kg

Weight, battery bag 0.3 kg

Weight, power cable 0.2 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 27.7 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by your wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4 the range depends among other things, on the weight 

of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, the topography, etc.

(3) Braking-/climbing capacity at a total weight until 300 kg (person weight approx. 

240 kg) = 12 %. The Braking-/climbing capacity is dependent, among other 

things, on the weight of the person to be transported, the surface of the ground, 

the topography, etc.

PUSHING AID
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The powerful pushing and braking aid
Mobility is particularly important when caring bariatric 
patients. Often only very short trips are possible because 
the attendant quickly reaches his or her physical limits.

The pushing and braking aid v-max+ offers specifi c relief 
in this respect. v-max+ assists the attendant driving uphill 
and it also brakes automatically when going downhill. The 
attendant gains security and longer trips are possible due to 
the powerful engine of the pushing and braking aid.

The maximum total weight of the v-max+ including the 
wheelchair and the person is 300 kg.

Advantages that convince 

� Efficient direct drive

� Suitable for an approved maximum weight of 
300 kg (person, wheelchair, v-max+)

� Slopes and split ramps are no problem

PUSHING AID
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CAMILINO

Technical data

Total weight, approved 180 kg (1) (person, wheelchair, CAMILINO)

Mounting possible at a seat width of 32 cm and more

Speed continuously adjustable
Forward I backward 5.5 km/h | 2.5 km/h

Range with one charge of the batteries up to 13.2 km(2)

Braking-/climbing capacity up to 17.6 %(3, 4) 

Batteries 25.2 V / 11.4 Ah

Direct current motor 24 V / 200 W

Weight, battery pack 1.9 kg

Weight, power unit 16.1 kg

Total weight 16.1 kg

(1) Please stay within the maximum load stipulated by the wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) According to ISO 7176-4 the range depends among other things on the weight of 

the person to be transported, the surface, the terrain, the temperature, etc.

(3) The braking-/ climbing capacity depends among other things on the weight of the 

person to be transported, the surface, the terrain, the temperature, etc.

(4) Braking/climbing capacity at an weight of 120 kg (weight of the person approx. 

80 kg) = 17.6 %. At an approved total weight of 180 kg (weight of the person 

approx. 140 kg) the braking- / climbing capacity decreases to 10.5 %.
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PUSHING AID

CAMILINO 
If the journey is the reward...
The pushing and braking of a wheelchair is always a  
particular challenge for an assistant, especially going up 
and down slopes amounts to an energy-sapping exercise. 
Even a short distance can become an insurmountable obstacle.

At precisely this point the new pushing and braking aid 
CAMILINO supports you with its manifold features. 

For your everyday life this increased mobility constitutes a 
new possibility to actively participate in life. 

The powerful motor relieves you in all driving situations. In  
conjunction with the new lithium ion battery the 
CAMILINO has a range up to 15 km.

Advantages that convince
 � Effortlessly operated control lever

 � Integrated and swiveling anti-tilt support

 � Lightweight lithium ion battery with a range 
up to 13 km
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 172 kg

Max. weight of the person 140 kg

Climbing speed 9 — 23 steps per minute(1) 
 (continually adjustable)

Range with one charge of the batterys approx. 25 levels(1) 
at an average person weight of 75 kg (equates 375 steps)

Max. height of step 210 | 225 mm (extended)

Width 491 | 444 mm (without arm rests) 

Depth 992 | 780 mm (folded in foot rest)

Height 1089 | 1431 mm

batterys 2 x 12 V / 5 Ah

Direct current motor 24 V / 275 W

Weight, climbing unit 17.8 kg

Weight, C-Part with seat 5.3 kg

Weight, back rest incl. grip 4.5 kg

Weight, battery pack 4.0 kg

Weight, arm rests 1.3 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 32.9 kg

(1) The climbing speed as well as the range with one charge of the batterys is  

reduced if the ComfortStep is activated. The climbing speed and the range also 

depend on the weight of the occupant.
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STAIR CLIMBER

 
Safe and comfortable, upstairs  
and downstairs
Your mobility should be as great as possible. The mobile 
stair climbing aid c-max helps you to be mobile, not only at 
home, but also en route.

The patented climbing kinematics practically take over the 
climbing process. The operator merely steers the c-max 
with very little physical effort.

The stair climber is designed to transport persons up to 
140 kg. 

Advantages that convince  

 � No damage to the edges of stairs

 � High versatility, even on, winding or  
narrow staircases 

 � To be used as a pushing wheelchair as well
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 272 kg

Max. weight of the person  230 kg

Climbing speed  8 — 21 steps per minute(1)

(continually adjustable)

Range with one charge of the batterys  approx. 25 levels
at an average person weight of 75 kg (equates 375 steps)(1)

Max. height of step 210 mm | 225 mm (extended)

Width  496 mm

Depth | Depth with folded in foot rest 1257 | 961 mm

Height  1287 | 1631 mm

batterys  2 x 12 V / 5 Ah

Direct current motor  24 V / 275 W

Weight, climbing unit  35.7 kg

Weight, grip- and seat unit 2.3 kg

Weight, battery pack  4.3 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 42.3 kg

(1) The climbing speed as well as the range with one charge of the batterys is 

reduced if the ComfortStep is activated. The climbing speed and the range also 

depends on the weight of the occupant.
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The power pack among stair climbers

Lifting and carrying persons/patients up and down stairs is 
a great physical challenge for assistants and relatives.

In many cases this type of heavy physical work leads to 
acute or chronical back pains or injuries.

The tendency of persons weighing more and more 
increasingly demands solutions to effectively relieve 
relatives and assistants. AAT has the answer with the newly 
designed stair climber CR23.

The maximum person’s weight the CR23 can manage is 
230 kg.

Advantages that convince 

� Suitable for an approved maximum person‘s 
weight of 230 kg

� Foldable, thus space-saving

� Sturdy and state of the art quality 
“made in Germany”

CR23

STAIR CLIMBER
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 157 kg (1)

Max. weight of the person 135 kg

Climbing speed 7 — 23 steps per minute(2) 
 (continually adjustable)

Range with one charge of the batterys approx. 25 levels(2)  
at an average person weight of 75 kg (equates 375 steps)

Max. height of step 210 I 225 mm (extended)

Width 495 mm

Depth 362 mm

Height, min. | max. 1181 | 1592 mm

batterys 2 x 12 V / 3.3 Ah

Direct current motor 24 V / 200 W

Weight, climbing unit 16.1 kg

Weight, Handle unit 3.1 kg

Weight, battery pack 3.1 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 22.3 kg

(1) Please note the maximum load stipulated by the wheelchair manufacturer.

(2) The climbing speed as well as the range with one charge of the batterys is  

reduced if the ComfortStep is activated. The climbing speed and the range also 

depends on the weight of the occupant.
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STAIR CLIMBER

 
Powerful, safe, and comfortable -  
upstairs and downstairs
In everyday situations stairs pose a problem for many  
people. The s-max helps you to overcome this barrier  
safely. The s-max’s thought-out safety concept includes 
brakes that stop automatically at the edge of each step. 

The intelligent technology of the s-max is responsible for the 
particularly safe and effortless climbing process. Because of 
the integrated “ComfortStep function” the handling and the 
driving experience are particularly pleasant.

The maximum weight of a person is 135 kg.

Advantages that convince

 � “ComfortStep” function for a comfortable  
driving experience

 � Automatic braking function when descending

 � High versatility, even on extremely narrow stairs
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Technical data

Total weight, approved 172 kg

Max. weight of the person 135 kg

Climbing speed 7 — 23 steps per minute(1)

(continually adjustable)

Range with one charge of the batterys approx. 25 levels(1)

at an average person weight of 75 kg (equates 375 steps)

Max. height of step 210 I 225 mm (extended)

Width, handle I climbing unit 519 | 495 mm

Depth, handle I climbing unit 890 | 774 mm

Height, min. I max. 1130 | 1498 mm

batterys 2 x 12 V / 3.3 Ah

Direct current motor 24 V / 200 W

Weight, climbing unit 16.1kg

Weight, Handle- and seat unit 16.5 kg

Weight, battery pack 3.1 kg

Weight, arm rests 1.3 kg

Total weight (incl. battery pack) 37.0 kg

(1) The climbing speed as well as the range with one charge of the batterys is 

reduced if the ComfortStep is activated. The climbing speed and the range also 

depends on the weight of the occupant.
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STAIR CLIMBER

Safe and comfortable, even on 
narrowest stairs

Frequently buildings have neither been designed nor built 
in such a way that they are accessible for handicapped 
people. In those cases stairs represent a great barrier for 
many people and need to be overcome. With the stair 
climber s-max sella you solve this problem effortlessly and 
elegantly. The s-max sella is applicable on virtually all types 
of stairs, inside as well as outside.

The stair climber is designed for a maximum weight of the 
person up to 135 kg.

Advantages that convince

� This stair climber is applicable on virtually all 
types of stairs

� For transportation you can fold up or 
disassemble the s-max sella easily

� Integrated seat
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Batec Mobility’s mission is to radically improve the mobility of 
people with physical disabilities.

And that is why we design, manufacture and sell innovative, 
attractive and high quality products (the Batec handbikes) 
that aim to match the mobility of such people – and therefore 
their lifestyle – with that of people without disabilities.

And that is why we design, manufacture and sell innovative, 
attractive and high quality products (the BATEC handbikes) 
that aim to match the mobility of such people – and therefore 
their lifestyle – with that of people without disabilities.

Since 30.01.2020 BATEC MOBILITY belongs to MS Group 
AB with its members REAC AB (Sweden) and AAT Alber 
Antriebstechnik GmbhH (Germany).

BATEC MOBILITY S.L
ABOUT
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AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH

Exclusive BATEC Distributor 
for Germany
As of June 1, 2021, we acquired the distribution of the elec-
trical traction devices and handbikes of BATEC MOBILITY for 
the german market. This takeover aims at utilizing existing 
synergies for the benefit of the dealer and end customers 
as well as for the further development of the product and 
service range.

We all have one common goal: 

Wir wollen unseren Endkunden das bestmögliche BATEC-
Erlebnis bieten - heute und in der Zukunft!
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Do you know about our 
SOCIAL PROJECT?

WE CHANGE LIVES THROUGH  
MOBILITY

We’re proud that 94% of our users say that the 
Batec handbikes have substantially improved 
their life. 

>  + 3,000 users around the world

1

WE CREATE JOBS FOR PEOPLE  
WITH DISABILITIES

We are committed to an integrative model 
that encourages coexistence among employees 
with and without disabilities. 

>   50% of our staff has a disability

2
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WE IMPROVE SOCIAL 
PERCEPTION OF 
FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY

At Batec Mobility we support and raise awareness 
of causes, projects, institutions and athletes 
with functional diversity working to encourage 
adapted sport and leisure activities as well as 
an active lifestyle for people with disabilities 
and, in particular, those with reduced mobility. 

More information 

You can also fi nd the detailed 
BATEC Social Project brochure as 
a PDF version on our homepage. 

3
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SALES & SERVICE
Phone: +49.7431.12 95-550

Fax: +49.7431.12 95-540

E-Mail: service@aat-online.de
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AAT service concept
Customer service at the highest stage

With our professional service concept AAT proves once again 
its high claim of quality and offers his clients an all-inclusive 

package. 

� Spare parts

� Repairs processing

� Technical advice

� Show room or 
exhibition devices

� Product seminars

� Re-use

� Complaints

� Loaner devices
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Groundbreaking, due to innovative technology 

—  the products of AAT convince on all counts 

Our aim at AAT is to offer you an aid for more mobility by intelli-
gent and high-class technology. All our experience and know-how 
based on many years of experience designing climbing aids and 
power systems for wheelchairs result in an improved system to 
alleviate your everyday life.

In the interest of progress we reserve the 
right for technical changes

The products of AAT coincides with 
the guidelines of the European Union 
2006/42/EG, 2007/47/EG and 93/42/EG.  

rehabroschüre_gb_08_2022 (17.1)

This brochure can also be displayed in big letters for easier readability. It is available for 
free download at www.aat-online.de. In addition, you will find product-specific user ma-
nuals with more technical data and further information on our homepage. 

AAT is certified according to DIN  EN ISO 9001:2015   
and DIN EN ISO 13485:2016.

Contact agents Follow us on 
Social Media

AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH
Ehestetter Weg 11 · D-72458 Albstadt
Tel.: +49.74 31.12 95-0 · Fax: 12 95-35
www.aat-online.de · info@aat-online.de
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